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VISIBILITY PHENOMENA
VVITH INTERFERENC E BY M ULTIPLE REFLECTIONS

BY LACHLAN GILCHRIST

ABSTRACT

Visibility of interference fringes due to multiple reflections of approxi-
mately monochromatic light. —Approximate expressions are developed for
the intensity and visibility of interference fringes for both transmitted and
reflected light when any number of multiple reflections exist and the source
of light is one of small width. Where the number of reflections is large, the
visibility is U= 2b'C/P and V= (I —b') C/P respectively, C and P depending on
the distribution of intensity in the source and having the significance which was
given them by Michelson and Rayleigh b is the coefficient of reHection at the
first reflecting surface. The effects of the coefficients of reflection and absorp-
tion are examined and it is indicated that the method of visibility with inter-
ferometers which depend on multiple reHection may be used to advantage in
the study of the fine structure of such spectra as those of hydrogen and helium,
not only in order to obtain the components but also to determine the character
of each component. It is also indicated that the development may be extended
to x-ray spectra in which series of multiple reHections from numerous planes
exist.

'HE growing necessity of obtaining high resolution of thecom-
ponents of a source of radiation makes it desirable that the method

of visibility of interference fringes developed by A. A. Michelson
should be investigated for the case where the interference is obtained
under the conditions of multiple reHections. Resolution of a very high
order may be obtained and components very close in wave-length
are revealed by this method, but it has the further distinct advantage
that it gives the distribution of intensity in the radiation of various
wave-lengths emitted by components of the source. Moreover recent
developments in the quantum theory make it desirable to obtain this
information of the Ane structure, particularly of hydrogen and helium
spectra.

Interference of homogeneous radiation of wave-number m as ordi-
narily obtained is represented by

I= 2 A '(1+cos 4m.Dm) .

For a source of small "width" this becomes

F(x){1+cos4mD(R+x)I de
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If visibility is dehned by the expression

IrrLCS I764%V=——
I „+I„;

and if the distribution of intensity in the source follows the probability
law,

U=C/I'=
exp [—h'x'] cos 47rDx dx

exp [—h'x']dx

= exp [—(2D)'m-'/fi'] (4)

Where there are several components in the source the visibility is
expressed by

gr'+ 2 err' cos 4irD(d' d)—
U2— 1/2

( )'

If the width of the source be considered as due to a Doppler effect
in which Maxwell's law of distribution of velocities exists it was shown

by the late Lord Rayleigh that

V= exp [—x(slav/Xc)'] (6)

and (4) has been expressed in terms of a defined width a by Michelson
thus

V= exp [—(2D)'x'a'/4 log 2]

From (6), 5 corresponding to a definite value of V was obtained and

used in (7) for the same value of U, viz. one-half the maximum V.

This gave for the width

fV = (sX/c) (2 Qvr log 2)

or where the freedom of the source is modified by density

W= (nX/c)(2 Qs log 2+X/p)

where p is'the mean free path of the source which was assumed to be
atomic in character.

If the source is atomic in character and depends on the atomi. c weight
and the temperature, then (9) may be expressed

eo

m C

T—(2y~ log 2 +)./p)
+0
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In the application of these formulas Michelson made use of a com-

parator to compare the visibility for any path difference with the
maximum visibility which he defined as unity.

Now the development of instruments for investigation in which

multiple reHections exist and the use of methods of getting absolute
measurement of visibility make it. desirable that all these formulas
should be reconsidered. Further since x-ray spectra are in genera1
formed from numerous series of multiple reHections from a large num-

ber of parallel planes it is important that visibility expressions should

also be obtained for transmitted and reHected x-radiation. The Lummer
and Gehrcke and the Fabry and Perot interferometers are typical
instruments where multiple reHections exist and will serve the purpose
of illustration. These instruments may have their reHecting surfaces
silvered or clear.

The following notation wi11 be used: Io is the intensity of the in-

cident light; 8=47rD/X where 2D is the path difference between two

successive rays and ) is the wave-length; p is the number of reHections;
b and e are the reliection coef6cients and c and f are the transmission

coeKcients at the two reHecting surfaces, respectively.
The expressions for the intensity are as follows:

1. For silvered plates; (a) with transmitted light

(1—pu)2+4b2u sjn2 (pb/2)r~f~I—Io—
1—2b' cos 8+b4

which becomes simplified, when p is large to

r2f 2

I=IO—
1—2b2 cos 8+b4

(h) with rejected light and p large

2bcfe (cos 8 e') +c2f—'e'
I= IO b2+

1—2e' cos 8+e4

2. For unsilvered plates where the principle of reversibility may be
assumed to hold if the angle of incidence is suitable and consequently
b= —e and 1 b'=cf;—
(a) with transmitted light

(1—b') '[(1—b' )'+4b' sin' (PB/2) ]
E=Io-

5 —2b' cos 8+b4
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(b) with reflected light

I=I,—expression (14) (15)

these also may become simplified obviously if P is large. Eq. (12) may
be taken as the result applicable to the I'abry and Perot interferometer
if a monochromatic source emitting radiation of vrave-length X is used.
Eqs. (14) and (15) represent the result obtained for the Lummer and
Gehrcke plate where 8 =p4xD/X in which p is the index of refraction
of the plate.

As in the case of the simple interferometer, if the source is complex

(12) becomes

F(x) dx
1—2b' cos 8+b4

(16)

where 8 =4xD(rn+x), and may be written in the form

G2 2

I=I()
1—b4

F(x)(1+2b'cos 8+254 cos 28+ )dx (17)

In the same way (12) may be written

G2 2

I=Io —(1+25' cos 8+2b' cos 28+ . )
1—b4

(18)

and if 2b4cos28+25'cos3f)+ may be neglected, then in (18)

~2 2

I=Io (1+'25. ' c—os 8—)
1—b4

and in (17)

r2f 9

—F(x) (1+2b' cos B)dx
1 b4

(20)

and maximum and minimum intensities are given by

I= (P+ 2b'QC—'+5'—)
1—b'

where P =j'F(x)dx, C=fF(x)cos47rDx dx, and 5=fF(x)sin47rDx dx
and since 5=0 for a symmetrical source

G2 2 G2 2

I = -(8+25'C) and I.;.= (P 2PC)-—
1—b4 1 —b4
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and therefore

V = 2 b'C/P = 2b' exp [—(2D) 'x'/h'] (21)

Using Michelson's form of expression

U= 2b' exp [—(2D)'x'a'/41og 2] (22)

and Rayleigh's form of expression

V=2b' exp [—x(xmas/Xc)'] (23)

an expression which was obtained by Saha' and by A. J. Dempster' by
somewhat different developments.

It may be observed that by increasing b' a large path difference 6
may be used and the visibility will persist, for from (23)

)c 1—log (2b'/V) (24)

High values of b' may be obtained by the use of reflection at air-
metal surfaces, e. g. by silvering the plates in the Fabry and Perot
and Lummer and Gehrcke interferometers. Since, however, if b' is

high, absorption is correspondingly great, the transmitted light may
be so weak as to preclude the observation of fringes unless the source
is made correspondingly bright. Now however, as b' becomes large it is
necessary to determine if the approximate formula (19) may be used
for (18) and obtain a measure of the error introduced thereby.

Examples may be taken showing the magnitude of the error in the
expression for the intensity introduced by the use of (1+2b'cosB)
for (1 —b')/(I —2b'cosB+b'). If b'=0. 8 and 8 be given values succes-
sively such that cosB = 1, I/2b', 0.5, 0, —0.5, —I/2b', it will be seen that
there are errors of excess and deficiency that are of very considerable
magnitude indeed.

The maxima of the fractional excess and deficiency errors may be
shown to occur when cosB = 1 or costi = b'/4 In the fir.st case the error is

r&f~ r 2/4

1—b4 & i —b'&

and the fractional error is 2b'/(I —b'). If b'=0. 8 the fractional error
is 0.71. In a similar manner it may be shown that if cosrl=b'/4 the
fractional error, when b'=0. 8, is 3.8.

The error in the expression for the intensity will be zero if cosB =
(b'+ Qb4+8)/4 unless at the same time cosfl = (1+b4)/2b', in which

~ Saha, Phys. Rev. 10, 782 (1917)
' Dempster, Ann. d. Physik, 47, 791 (1915).
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case b'=1. But b' is always less than 1 so that it is possible to find a
value for 8 for which the use of the approximate formulas under con-
sideration is justified.

The error introduced in the expression for the visibility by the
substitution of (20) for (17) may also be determined. If (19) be used
for intensity the expression for visibility is given by Eq. (21). If (17)
is used, then

G2 2

(P+2b'C cos fI+2b'Cq cos 28+2b'Cs cos 38+ )
1 —b'

where I' and C have the same significance as before, 0=4vrDm, and

F(x) cos 87rDx dx, etc.

Maxima exist where t)r =2m, 4m, etc. , and minima where 0= z, 3m, etc.
The visibility is therefore given by

Imam Imin
V=

Imam+ Imsn

2b'C+2b'C +2b"C + ~

P+ 2b4C g+ 2b8C3+

2b'C

P (1+2b4Cg/P)

and if it is assumed that F(x) is exp [—IE'x']

2b'C

P 1+2b4exP —47fD h '
(25)

Now for low values of 2D, exp[ —(4xD/h)'j='. 1. It is therefore only
when b' is a small fraction that (21) may be used to represent visibility
in spectra of low order. If one obtains the ratio of the visibilities for
two values of 2D, as was done by Michelson, using, however, values of
some magnitude well separated but well towards the limit of visibility,
the error which is introduced by the use of (21) for (25) is greatly
reduced. It is therefore evident that in the use of formula (21) for
visibility and the formulas (22), (23) and (24) which are derived from

(21) if the value of V is obtained by means of a silvered I'abry and
Perot interferometer or any multiple reflecting instrument where the
coefficient of reHection of the intensity is high that errors of some mag-
nitude will appear in the results unless measurements are made where
suitable path differences exist.

It should be observed also that the expressions for I and I;„
were obtained by neglecting varitions of I with C and 5. These were
in general negligible for very narrow sources even for small differences
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in path. But for large differences in path they become quite important.
However where visibility is measured near the limit, i. e. for very high

values of 2D, the variations in intensity will have both deficiency and
excess values depending on cos4m. Dx and sin4vrDx and the resultant
integrated variation of I with C and S will be negligible.

From (6) and (24) it is clear that the path difference for any assigned

value of the visibility is Ql —log2b'/log V times that for the same value

of the visibility where multiple reffections do not exist. An increase
or decreaseexists according as b' is greater or lesser than .5. Further
if .025 be taken as the limiting value of V the path difference cor-
responding to this value may be shown from (24) to be of the order of
4 cms. Path differences for the limiting visibility much larger than
this are observable experimentally. In fact Fabry' obtained visible
fringes for a path difference of 43 cm. and Lummer and t"ehrcke are
credited by H. A. Lorentz' with using path differences of over one meter.
In these cases the sources which were used emitted intensely bright
light.

In the interferometers of Fabry and Perot if the surfaces are not
silvered and the light is incident normally b ='. 0.05 i. e. comparatively
low. The maximal excess and deficiency errors in the use of the approx-
imateexpression forintensity are negligibly small and V= 2b C/I' repre-
sents the visibility fairly well even for small path differences. In the
interferometer of Lummer and Gehrcke the angle of incidence is very
great and b' is very high even if the plate is unsilvered. If i=85'
b') 0.6 and becomes larger rapidly as the angle of incidence increases
and the errors which are associated with the intensity formula are of
considerable magnitude. For a fairly thick plate the path difference
is large and the expression for visibility is sufficiently accurate. Since,
however, only a few orders of spectral fringes appear, it may be neces-

sary to use two plates of the same glass but of different thicknesses in

order to get the ratio of the visibilities for two suitable values of the
path difference.

If interference is obtained by reilected light and c'f'=(1 —b') the
expression for the intensity

(1—b')' 2b'(I —cos 8)
I=IQ 1— = IQ

1—2b' cos 8+b4 1—2b' cos 8+b4

I' Fabry, Comptes Rendus 128, 1223 (1899).
4 H. A. Lorentz, Phys. Zeits, 11, 349 (1910).
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Therefore

2b'I=I, —(1—cos 8) (1+2b' cos 8+2b cos 28'+++)
1—b4

and proceeding as in the case for transmitted light, V=(1 b')C/—P.
The intensity formula for use with the Lummer and Gehrcke plate

for transmitted light is more accurately that given in (14) which may
be written

(1 b')'—
I=ID (1—2b'" cos 8+b'") (1+2b' cos 8+2b'cos 28+)

1.—b4

If the source has "width" the expression for visibility reduces to (21)
if b is small and p is large. Similarly for refiected light

(1 b2) 2

I=. IO 1— [ (1—2b'" cos 8+b4&) (1+2b' cos 8
$4

+2b4 cos 28+++) J

and if b is small and P is large V= (1 —b') C/P.
In the development of formulas (21) and (24) no account was taken

of absorption between the planes of reAection or of loss by diffuse

refiection or scattering. These factors may be ignored if the interfero-
meters are used for the measurement of wave-lengths or for the direct
observation of resolved spectral- components. If, however, the visibility
method is to be employed to determine the character of the source
these should be taken into account. If u is the coefficient or loss of

amplitude due to these causes the visibility formula (21) becomes

V-2b2(1-.)2C/I

With this modification of (21) formula (24) would become

—log
gran

2b'(1 —s)'
(26)

if the atomic mass of the source is taken into consideration. Here a
is the coefficient of loss of amplitude of the light for one passage of the
light through the interferometer plate. Since the length of this path
is given by /=d/cosP where d is the thickness of the plate and P is

the angle of refraction or l=pd/Qp' —sin'i where p is the index of
refraction of the plate, it is seen that e varies with the angle of inci-

dence. In the case of glass the values of both u and b are accurately
known. From (26) the relationship between s and m may be obtained
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even for close components of spectral lines, since these components
may first be obtained by the use of auxiliary spectroscopes of high

resolving power.
If the definition of visibility chosen by the late Lord Rayleigh be

used in connection with multiple reHection interferometers, viz. ,

U=I;„/I „then the considerations of errors which are introduced

by the use of the approximate formula above are still applicable. With
this definition

U= (P 2b'C)/—(P+2b'C)

1 —2b'exp [—(2D)'n-'a'/4 log 2]

1+2b'exp [—(2D)'vr'a'/4 log 2]

replaces (16) for transmitted light.
Or in terms of the velocity of the source

1 —2b' exp [—v(vrZ v/Zc)']
V=

1+2b' exp [—x.(nAv/Xc)']

or where absorption is taken into account

1—2b'(1 —a)' exp [ m(vr'—v/) c)']
V=

1+2b'(1 —a)' exp [—~(x'v/Xc)']

which replaces (17).
The Lummer and |ehrcke plate offers some advantages for use with

this method of analysis of a source of light.
(1) The angle of incidence is perfectly definite and the coefficients

of reflection of intensity of light for air-glass surface at all angles of
incidence are shown to a high degree of accuracy.

(2) The group of fringes obtained is for large differences of path
and by choice of plates of suitable thickness groups of fringes with

well graded visibility may be obtained and measurements may be
made at many points suitable for obtaining an accurate visibility
curve from which to deduce the conditions in the source.

(3) The plate may be crossed with another plate, with an echelon,
or with other spectroscopes and visibility curves for the resolved com-

ponents thereby obtained. Where components are not resolved they
will make themselves evident by a periodic condition in the visibility
curve for the fringes of the resolved components.

(4) To obtain measurements of the visibility experimentally fairly
accurate results may be obtained from a photograph of the fringes if a
uniform beam of light is sent through the photographic plate and the
intensity measured for an unaffected part of the plate as well as for
the various parts of the plate on which the fringes show. This may be
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sufficiently accurate since it is the flog(1/V) which appears in the
formulas (24) and (26). However, a greater degree of accuracy will

probably be obtained by the use of a thermocouple, a photoelectric
cell or a selenium or thalofide cell to measure the intensities at the
maxima and minima.

(5) The existence of wide minima and narrow maxima of the trans-
mitted light presents an opportunity of obtaining greater accuracy
in the measurement of visibility than is the case with the simple inter-
ferometer since owing to the width of the minima they are not difficult
to locate. Moreover, since I „and I„; are small quantities, especially
for large. differences in path, it is imperative that the minima should
be located very accurately if the measurement of I;„is to be at all
accurate.

For a homogeneous source like that which gives the cadmium red
line the visibility curve is simple and is obtainable with accuracy by
the Michelson interferometer and may be readily interpreted.

For sources of more complex structure, e. g. those of hygroden and
helium spectra, it is desirable not only to resolve the fine components
but also to obtain the distribution of intensity in these components.
Moreover it is now highly desirable to study the Zeeman and Stark
effects not only in the production of components but also on the dis-

tribution of intensity in the components for use in the elucidation of
spectral series and also for the determination of the character of the
source. In this work multiple reflection interferometers should be of
considerable assistance.

In the spectra of x-rays which are obtained from analyzing crystals
of simple form only the first four or five orders are obtainable. Since,
however, both the coefficients of absorption a and of reflection b are
of very small magnitude, it is possible to develop expressions for in-

tensity and visibility which may be reasonably accurate in these low
orders and which may serve to compare crystal formations and perhaps
give some information on the character of the source. In this connection
there has been a very extensive consideration of the intensity of radia-
tion from imperfect crystals by C. G. Darwin' and expressions for the
intensity of the maxima for ideally monochromatic radiation when
simple and almost perfect crystals are used have been obtained by
K. %'. Lamson. '

TORONTO,

August 5, 1925.

' C. G. Darwin, Phil. Mag. 43, 800 {1922).
' K. W. Lawson, Phys. Rev. 17', 624 {May, 1921).


